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Abstract—This paper investigates the interharmonic generation process in the input current of double-stage Adjustable Speed Drives (ASDs) based on voltage source inverters and front-end diode rectifiers. The effects of the inverter output-side low order harmonics, caused by implementing the double-edge symmetrical regularly sampled Space Vector Modulation (SVM) technique, on the input current interharmonic components are presented and discussed. Particular attention is also given to the influence of the asymmetrical regularly sampled modulation technique on the drive input current interharmonics. The developed theoretical analysis predicts the drive interharmonic frequency locations with respect to the selected sampling strategies. Simulation and experimental results on a 2.5 kW ASD system verify the effectiveness of the theoretical analysis.

Index Terms—Adjustable speed drives, harmonics, interharmonics, symmetrical regularly sampling, asymmetrical regularly sampling, voltage source converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Adjustable speed drive systems are widely used in industrial applications mainly due to less energy consumption, lower system maintenance, and also an optimum control process. Although a highly suitable performance can be achieved by employing the ASDs, at the same time they are considered as main source of harmonics and interharmonics in the grid. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical harmonic and interharmonic configuration in a double-stage voltage source inverter fed ASD. The input/output side harmonic and interharmonic distortions are shown by the solid lines, while the dash lines represent the associated DC-link distortions. When the inverter operates within a wide range of output frequencies, the input/output side harmonics can pass through the DC-link stage and they may consequently result in the interharmonic distortion at the input/output terminals of the ASD.

Over the years, many research studies have been devoted to the analysis and investigation of harmonics [1]–[4], while less have been dedicated to the interharmonic issues. With the rapid growth of power electronic applications, the deteriorate effects of interharmonics are becoming more and more evident [5], [6]. Consequently, interharmonic power quality issues have gained more attention in the recent years.

Interharmonics are spectral components of voltages or currents, which are not multiple integer of the fundamental supply frequency [7]. Interharmonic extents are usually lower than those of the characteristic harmonics, but can still cause their unique effects such as light flickers, overheating of transformer, interference with control and protection signals, sideband torques exerted on the motor/generator shaft, and dormant resonance excitation [8]–[12].

Many investigations related to interharmonics have been initiated focusing more on explaining their sources, appropriate modeling, and accurate identification and detection methods [14]–[21]. Meanwhile, the amplitude and frequency analysis of interharmonics are considered to be the major subjects of interest. The precise analysis of interharmonic amplitudes is difficult, especially realizing that different real-world factors such as the grid background distortion and the converter non-linearities may affect the drive interharmonic performance. Nevertheless, evaluation of the interharmonic amplitudes needs to be performed in all operating conditions of the ASD [22], [23]. In this respect, some investigations are also devoted to the analysis of the drive input current interharmonics by considering the motor-side current imbalance and the grid-side background distortion [12], [24], [25]. The interharmonic frequency evaluation has also been of highly importance, where it has initiated a lot of research works focusing on their origins [12], [26], [27]. By knowing the interharmonic locations in advance, an optimal operating
strategy can be adopted to avoid the undesirable consequences.

The interharmonic generation process of the double-stage ASD has been studied in [26], where a naturally sampled Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) technique has been chosen for the inverter at relatively low switching frequency. The theoretical analysis was realized to provide a good understanding of the harmonic interactions, and consequently to assess the interharmonics. However, more attention is needed to precisely analyze the ASD interharmonic frequencies in practical applications.

In a digital implementation of the pulse width modulation techniques, it is difficult to apply the naturally sampled modulation strategy due to its complexity. Instead, the regularly sampled modulation strategies, symmetrical and asymmetrical, which can be easily implemented digitally are selected as the most appropriate modulation methods. In addition, the literature studies show the better performance of asymmetrical regularly sampled modulation technique compared with the symmetrical one from a harmonic point of view [28]. In this regard, the effects of regularly sampled symmetrical and asymmetrical modulation strategies on the ASD interharmonic frequency locations can be subjected to further investigation.

The main aim of this paper is to characterize the ASD input current interharmonic frequencies, when the regularly sampled SVM modulation technique is selected due to its superior performance especially in the ASD applications. It shows how the inverter output side harmonics caused by the double-edge symmetrical regularly sampled SVM modulation scheme may flow into the grid and consequently may result in the drive input current interharmonic components. A frequency mapping is then derived for the interharmonic frequencies based on the ASD operating points. Moreover, the possible effects of the double-edge asymmetrical regularly sampled SVM on the interharmonic locations will be evaluated and discussed. A comparison between the symmetrical and asymmetrical strategies is made to illustrate their performances from an interharmonic perspective. The developed theoretical analysis is verified by simulation and experimental results.

II. HARMONIC TRANSFER AT INVERTER LEVEL

In this section, the transfer of the ASD output side harmonics through the inverter stage will be investigated. The double-stage ASD system model is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The system begins with a three-phase diode-bridge rectifier, where it rectifies the AC supply voltage and provides the desired voltage level in the DC link. The embedded DC-link filters (i.e., DC-link inductors and capacitor) will lead to a smoother current and voltage for powering the rear-end inverter. The inverter is then used to synthesize three-phase balanced voltages at the output terminals with an arbitrary frequency $f_o$ from the DC-link voltage.

By applying a pulse width modulation strategy, where a low-frequency reference signal is compared with a high-frequency carrier signal, the switched output voltage waveforms can be obtained. Since the PWM process does not generally generate periodic pulsating waveforms, a double-Fourier integral approach can be applied to analytically quantify the harmonic components of the inverter output voltage. As a result, the general form of the output voltages $v_x \ (x = u, v, w)$ can be expressed as (1), with a DC component, baseband harmonics
(simple harmonics of the fundamental output frequency \( f_s \)), harmonics of the carrier frequency \( f_c \), and carrier sidebands which are accommodated around the carrier harmonics [28]

\[
v_x(t) = \frac{A_{0n}}{2} + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ A_{0n} \cos(n[\omega_c t - p \frac{2\pi}{3}]) + B_{0n} \sin(n[\omega_c t - p \frac{2\pi}{3}]) \right] + \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} \left[ A_{mn} \cos(m\omega_c t + n[\omega_c t - p \frac{2\pi}{3}]) + B_{mn} \sin(m\omega_c t + n[\omega_c t - p \frac{2\pi}{3}]) \right]
\]

(1)

with \( m \) and \( n \) variables stating the carrier index and the baseband index, respectively. The fundamental and carrier angular frequencies are also defined as \( \omega_o \) and \( \omega_c \), respectively. The \( p \) values are 0, 1 and -1 with respect to the output phases \( u, v \) and \( w \). The spectral coefficients \( A_{mn} \) and \( B_{mn} \), which are defined by a double Fourier integral can be obtained according to the selected modulation strategy.

The PWM process is normally implemented by the three most commonly used sampling strategies; the naturally sampling, the symmetrical regularly sampling and the asymmetrical regularly sampling strategies. In a digital implementation of a naturally sampling technique, where a pure sinusoidal reference waveform should be compared with the carrier signal, it is difficult to find the exact intersection point between the modulation and modulating signals. As a result, the regularly sampled (symmetrical and/or asymmetrical) modulation methods are mostly applied for the PWM process. The implementation strategies of the symmetrical and asymmetrical regularly sampled modulation techniques are depicted in Fig. 2(b) and (c), respectively. As it can be observed in the symmetrical case, the sampled signal during each carrier interval is used to be compared with the respected carrier waveform at the next carrier interval. As for the asymmetrical one, shown in Fig. 2(c), it can be observed that the same comparative process is performed during each half carrier interval.

The theoretical closed form solutions of the inverter average pole voltage corresponding with the double-edge regularly sampled symmetrical and asymmetrical SVM techniques can be obtained by substituting equations (21) and (22) as the spectral coefficients, given in Appendix [28], into (1). Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the inverter output voltage frequency spectrum normalized with respect to the DC-link voltage for the modulation index \( M = 0.9 \) and the output frequency \( f_s = 33 \) Hz. As it can be seen, applying the asymmetrical regularly sampled SVM method can give rise to less output voltage harmonics compared with the symmetrical case.

By considering a highly inductive load like the Induction Motor (IM), the inverter three-phase output currents \( i_x \) (\( x = u, v, w \)) can be assumed to be sinusoidal and they are given as

\[
i_u(t) = I_o \cos(\omega_o t + \theta)
\]

(2)

\[
i_v(t) = I_o \cos(\omega_o t + \theta - \frac{2\pi}{3})
\]

(3)

\[
i_w(t) = I_o \cos(\omega_o t + \theta + \frac{2\pi}{3})
\]

(4)

where the amplitude of the output currents and the displacement factor are denoted as \( I_o \) and \( \theta \) respectively. Assuming that the inverter operates as a lossless system, with a balanced load condition, the DC-link inverter side current \( i_{inv} \) can be evaluated as,

\[
i_{inv}(t) = S_u(t) \cdot i_u(t) + S_v(t) \cdot i_v(t) + S_w(t) \cdot i_w(t)
\]

(5)

where the inverter switching functions are notated as \( S_u(t), S_v(t), \) and \( S_w(t) \), and they can be defined by

\[
S_x(t) = \frac{v_x(t)}{V_{dc}}, \quad x = u, v, w
\]

(6)

the DC value of the DC-link voltage is represented as \( V_{dc} \). Therefore, the harmonic components of the DC-link inverter side current can be found using (5) and (6).

In order to quantify the DC-link current oscillations inherited from the inverter output side, the closed form solution in (1) can be evaluated separately in terms of the baseband harmonic components and the carrier group components. Substituting the baseband harmonic components (first summation in (1)) and equations (2)–(4) into (5) and (6) will give rise to (7) (at the bottom of the next page), where the associated DC-link oscillation \( i_{inv-b} \) is obtained.

As for the contribution of the carrier group harmonics of the switched output waveform on the DC-link current oscillations, the same evaluation method can be applied. By substituting the carrier group components (double summation in (1)) and (2)–(4) into (5) and (6), the corresponding DC-link oscillation \( i_{inv-c} \) is calculated as (8) (at the bottom of the next page).

The non-zero values of the harmonic coefficients \( A_{0n}, B_{0n}, A_{mn}, \) and \( B_{mn} \) in equations (7) and (8), which they should be evaluated based on the selected modulation strategy, will
determine the harmonic components of the DC-link inverter side current coming from the output side. Therefore, these effects are considered individually in the following, for the symmetrical and asymmetrical modulation methods.

A. Symmetrical Regularly Sampled Strategy

In respect to symmetrical regularly sampled modulation technique, the baseband harmonic coefficients $A_{0n}$ and $B_{0n}$ are potentially existing for all values of $n$, referring to equation (1). However, further inspection of (7) shows that only the triple multiples of the output frequency $\omega_o$ will appear at the DC link under balanced condition. As a result, the effects of the output voltage baseband harmonic components on the DC-link current oscillation $f_{dc-b-sym}$ can be obtained as

$$f_{dc-b-sym} = 3 \cdot k \cdot f_o, \quad k = 1, 2, 3, ...$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Here, it is worth to note that in equation (9), the odd triple multiples of the output frequency (i.e., $3f_o, 9f_o, ...$) are caused by the corresponding even order baseband harmonics of the output frequency (i.e., $\{2^{th}, 4^{th}\}, \{8^{th}, 10^{th}\}, ...$). Moreover, the even triple multiples (i.e., $6f_o, 12f_o, ...$) are generated by the associated odd order baseband harmonics of the output frequency (i.e., $\{5^{th}, 7^{th}\}, \{11^{th}, 13^{th}\}, ...$).

For the contribution of the carrier group harmonics, with further investigation of (8), it is found that although the carrier group coefficients $A_{mn}$ and $B_{mn}$ are present for all values of $m$ and $n$, only the carrier harmonic components and their differences from the triple multiples of the fundamental frequency $\omega_o$, emerge at the DC-link inverter side current. Thus, the effects of the carrier sideband harmonics on the DC-link oscillation frequencies $f_{dc-c-sym}$ can be developed as

$$f_{dc-c-sym} = \{(m \cdot f_c), (m \cdot f_c \pm 3 \cdot k \cdot f_o)\}, \quad k = 1, 2, 3, ...$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

A precise investigation of (8) makes it clear that the first carrier sidebands for $n = \pm 1$ produce the carrier frequency oscillations at the DC-link current, given in (10). Moreover, the odd triple sidebands of $f_{dc-c-sym}$ (i.e., $(m \cdot f_c) - 3f_o, (m \cdot f_c) - 9f_o, ...$) are produced by the related even order sidebands of the output voltages (with the sets of $n = \{-2, -4\}, \{-8, -10\}, ...$), and the even triple sidebands (i.e., $(m \cdot f_c) - 6f_o, (m \cdot f_c) - 12f_o, ...$) are created by the associated odd order sideband carriers of the output voltages (with the sets of $n = \{-5, -7\}, \{-11, -13\}, ...$).

The general expression of the DC-link inverter side current oscillations, when the symmetrical regularly sampled modulation strategy is applied, can be established by the combination of (9) and (10) as follows

$$f_{dc-sym} = \{f_{dc-b-sym} \cdot f_{dc-c-sym}\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

B. Asymmetrical Regularly Sampled Strategy

In the asymmetrical regularly sampled method, the baseband harmonic coefficients $A_{0n}$ and $B_{0n}$ are zero for even order harmonics (more details about these coefficients have been provided in the Appendix using (22)). Therefore, the odd triple multiples of the output frequency (i.e., $3f_o, 9f_o, ...$), which they were present in the case of symmetrical technique, would be removed by applying an asymmetrical modulation scheme. The contribution of the baseband harmonics on the DC-link current oscillation is then expressed as

$$f_{dc-b-asym} = 6 \cdot k \cdot f_o, \quad k = 1, 2, 3, ...$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

In this condition, like the symmetrical case, the even triple multiples (i.e., $6f_o, 12f_o, ...$) are made by the corresponding odd order baseband harmonics of the output frequency (i.e., $\{5^{th}, 7^{th}\}, \{11^{th}, 13^{th}\}, ...$).

As for the effect of the output voltage carrier group harmonics on the DC-link current, through examination of (22) it can be found that the carrier group coefficients $A_{mn}$ and $B_{mn}$ would be zero when $\{(m+n)= even\}$ value. Afterwards, the available coefficients of $A_{mn}$ and $B_{mn}$ caused by all other combinations of $m$ and $n$ can be evaluated in equation (8). Further inspection of (8) using the remaining harmonic

$$i_{inv-b}(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} A_{mn} f_o \cos((n+1)\omega_o t + \theta) + \cos((n-1)\omega_o t - \theta)
+ \cos((n+1)\omega_o t - \theta - (n+1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \cos((n-1)\omega_o t - \theta + (n-1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \sin((n+1)\omega_o t + \theta + (n+1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \sin((n-1)\omega_o t - \theta - (n-1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \sin((n+1)\omega_o t + \theta - (n+1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \sin((n-1)\omega_o t - \theta + (n-1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
\hspace{1cm} (7)$$

$$i_{inv-c}(t) = \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} A_{mn} f_o \cos(mn\omega_c t + \theta) + \cos(mn\omega_c t + (n+1)\omega_o t + \theta)
+ \cos(mn\omega_c t + (n+1)\omega_o t - \theta - (n+1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \cos(mn\omega_c t + (n-1)\omega_o t + \theta + (n-1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \sin(mn\omega_c t + (n+1)\omega_o t + \theta + (n+1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \sin(mn\omega_c t + (n+1)\omega_o t + \theta + (n+1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \sin(mn\omega_c t + (n+1)\omega_o t - \theta - (n+1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
+ \sin(mn\omega_c t + (n+1)\omega_o t - \theta - (n+1)\frac{2\pi}{3})
\hspace{1cm} (8)$$
coefficients would give rise to the DC-link current oscillation with the frequencies of \( f_{dc-c-asym}^{h} \)

\[
\begin{aligned}
&f_{dc-c-asym}^{h} = \\
&\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
(m \cdot f_c \pm 3 \cdot k' \cdot f_o), \\
\text{for } k' = 1, 3, 5, \ldots \text{ and } m = \text{odd}
\end{array} \right.
\]

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
(m \cdot f_c), (m \cdot f_c \pm 6 \cdot k' \cdot f_o), \\
\text{for } k' = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \text{ and } m = \text{even}
\end{array} \right.
\]

Consequently, the harmonic frequencies of the DC-link current by implementing the asymmetrical regularly sampled technique can be evaluated as,

\[
\begin{aligned}
f_{dc-asym}^{h} = & \{f_{dc-b-asym}^{h}, f_{dc-c-asym}^{h}\}
\end{aligned}
\]

III. HARMONIC TRANSFER AT RECTIFIER LEVEL

The DC-link inverter side oscillations, when pass through the DC stage, encounter with the equivalent DC-link transfer function imposed by the employed passive filter components (i.e., the AC/DC chokes and the DC-link capacitor). Consequently, the oscillations amplitude would change at this stage, while their frequencies remain constant.

The DC-link inverter side current oscillations, after flowing through the DC-link stage, will be multiplied by the well-known six-pulse diode rectifier switching functions \( \{S_a(t), S_b(t), S_c(t)\} \) defined in (15)–(17), and they will make their contribution to the input currents as given in (18)

\[
S_a(t) = \frac{2\sqrt{3}}{\pi} \left( \cos(\omega_g t) \pm \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \cos \left(\frac{6k \pm 1}{6} \omega_g t \right) \right)
\]

\[
S_b(t) = S_a(t - T/3)
\]

\[
S_c(t) = S_a(t + T/3)
\]

\[
i_a(t) = S_x(t) \cdot i_{rect}(t) \quad x = a, b, c
\]

where the grid voltage fundamental period and the angular frequency are notated as \( T \) and \( \omega_g \).

As a result of the multiplication in (18), the DC-link current oscillations coming from the inverter output side will appear as the ASD input current interharmonics. The corresponding interharmonic frequencies can be written as (19) and (20) for the symmetrical and the asymmetrical strategies, respectively.

\[
\begin{aligned}
f_{ih-sym}^{h} &= \left[ 6 \cdot (\lambda - 1) \pm 1 \right] \cdot f_g \pm f_{dc-sym}^{h}, \\
&\lambda = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \quad (19)
\end{aligned}
\]

\[
\begin{aligned}
f_{ih-asym}^{h} &= \left[ 6 \cdot (\lambda - 1) \pm 1 \right] \cdot f_g \pm f_{dc-asym}^{h}, \\
&\lambda = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \quad (20)
\end{aligned}
\]

Fig. 4 shows the selected modulation strategy at the inverter, where the switching frequency is kept constant at 5 kHz during the output frequency \( f_o \) variations from 5–50 Hz. For the sake of clarification, the drive input current interharmonic locations, obtained using (19) and (20), are plotted in Fig. 5(a) and (b), only for the output frequency \( f_o \) range of 30–50 Hz. It should be noted that for plotting Fig. 5, the interactions between the significant AC side harmonics (i.e., 1st, 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th) and the DC-link current harmonics below 600 Hz coming from the inverter side have been considered.

As it can be seen in Fig. 5, the drive input current interharmonics change their locations with respect to output frequency variations. Most interharmonic overlaps occur at the output frequencies of 33 Hz and 50 Hz, where the interharmonics are located at the input side harmonic frequencies and/or...
very close to them. Based on the theoretical investigation, the asymmetrical modulation strategy may result in less interharmonic overlaps compared with the symmetrical one, and consequently it may give rise to interharmonics with different amplitudes.

IV. HARDWARE SETUP AND PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. Hardware Setup

In order to validate the accuracy of the theoretical analysis presented in the previous section, a set of simulation and experimental tests were performed in accordance to the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 6(a). The system parameter values used for MATLAB simulation and experimental work are listed in Table I. Fig. 6(b) shows the employed experimental setup. The induction motor is controlled with a constant Voltage-to-Frequency (V/F) strategy using a 2.5 kW Danfoss inverter, and the load torque was implemented by controlling a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM) coupled with the induction motor via a 10 kW Danfoss inverter. The control algorithm was executed on a dSPACE1103 real-time platform. Moreover, a California MX30 three-phase grid simulator was used to remove the potential grid background distortion.

B. Measurement

It is generally well accepted that the interharmonics detection and measurements usually suffer from the spectral leakage phenomenon and the picket fence effect [29]–[31]. In this respect, it is always difficult to measure and analyze the signal’s interharmonic components with acceptable levels of accuracy.

The spectral leakage can usually occur in the power system waveform analysis, due to the error in synchronizing the fundamental frequency and harmonics, and also, due to the picket fence effect normally seen for measurement of those interharmonics non-synchronized with Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) bins. In this condition, applying the Rectangular Window (RW) for the harmonic and interharmonic identification may result in an inaccurate measurement [29]. This inaccuracy is mainly induced due to the rectangular window characterization in the frequency domain, with the narrowest main lobe, but the highest and slowly decaying side lobes.

In order to reduce the potential leakage problem during the interharmonics identification, several windowing techniques with quickly decaying side lobes can be implemented. Mean-
while, applying Hanning window is recognized as one of the most suitable choices for the harmonic and interharmonic detections, because of better side-lobe behavior compared to that of the RW [32]. The spectral characteristics of the Rectangular and Hanning windows based on a 5-Hz frequency resolution are depicted in Fig. 7. In our investigations during the experimental measurement, a high accuracy DFT (with a 3-second Hanning window) [29] has been implemented for the interharmonics detection. With this choice of windowing, an approximately 0.33 Hz frequency resolution was obtained, and the leakage problem was minimized.

V. SIMULATION AND LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the simulated ASD output currents, the input current and voltage, and DC-link voltage waveforms, when a space vector modulation technique has been used for the inverter operation. The induction motor is also set to run at the output frequency \( f_o \) = 40 Hz with a load torque \( T_L \) = 12 Nm. The obtained experimental results, shown in Fig. 11(a), demonstrate the accuracy of the theoretical analysis, and of the simulation results, which are shown in Fig. 11(b) and (c).

The accuracy of the theoretical analysis was also subjected to further examination in the case of applying the asymmetrical regularly sampled strategy on the inverter. Fig. 12 shows the frequency evaluation of the drive input current, when an asymmetrical method is implemented on the drive. The investigation is first performed at the output frequency \( f_o = 40 \) Hz, and the results are shown in Fig. 10. As it can be seen, the input current interharmonic frequencies obtained by the simulation and the experimental tests occur at the locations predicted by the calculation in (19).
40 Hz and the load torque $T_L = 12 \text{ Nm}$.

The associated theoretical frequency locations are plotted in Fig. 12(c). It is worthwhile to mention that, theoretically, the asymmetrical modulation method may give rise to less interharmonic overlaps compared with the symmetrical one, which consequently may lead to a different pattern in respect to the interharmonic amplitudes and frequencies at the same operating condition. The frequency spectrum of the simulated drive input current is depicted in Fig. 12(b), where the interharmonic components are well accommodated at the expected locations. The experimental results shown in Fig. 12(a) verifies the validity of the theoretical calculations and the simulation results.

Finally, the results associated with the asymmetrical regularly sampled modulation technique, when the motor operates at the output frequencies of 30 Hz and 40 Hz, with the load torque $T_L = 9 \text{ Nm}$ are shown in Fig. 13. As it can be seen, a better interharmonic distortion may be obtained by implementing the asymmetrical strategy due to less interharmonic overlaps in comparison with the symmetrical modulation technique.

Notably, it is well accepted that the real-world issues (e.g., the slightly load current imbalance, the motor shaft eccentricity, the passive components degradation, and the switching non-linearity) may easily result in interharmonic components with specific frequency, or, may simply affect the interharmonics magnitude. Consequently, this phenomenon should be investigated separately depending on each application. However, the investigations in the drive input current interharmonics show that by applying the asymmetrical modulation technique, less overlaps of interharmonics will occur compared with the symmetrical one. As a result, selecting an asymmetrical modulation scheme may give rise to interharmonics with lower amplitude.

Based on Figs. 9–12, it can be observed that there are some deviations between the simulation and the experimental results with respect to the interharmonic amplitudes. In the simulation model, the switching transient and the protection algorithm effects such as the blanking time could not be implemented as the experimental case. These issues can affect the current and the voltage waveforms and consequently the overall error between the simulation and the test results.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper characterizes the input current interharmonics of double-stage adjustable speed drives, where the effects of the symmetrical and asymmetrical regularly sampled SVM modulation techniques are studied. A theoretical analysis has
been developed for the investigated sampling strategies. The harmonic transfer from the output side of the rear-end inverter to the input side of the front-end diode rectifier has been analyzed with respect to the baseband harmonics and the carrier sideband harmonics separately. Then, the drive input current interharmonic frequencies have been plotted using the proposed analysis. Finally, the results obtained by MATLAB simulation and experimental tests demonstrate the accuracy of the analytical calculations. The investigation provides a precise benchmark for estimating the ASD input current interharmonic frequencies, which also helps to choose the correct frequency resolution for the DFT spectrum analysis. Moreover according to this research, applying the asymmetrical sampling strategy may give rise to lower-amplitude interharmonics compared to the symmetrical sampling method.

VII. APPENDIX

The harmonic coefficients \( A_{mn}, B_{mn}, A_{mn}, \) and \( B_{mn} \) in (1) can be evaluated using the double Fourier integral. The closed form theoretical harmonic solution for the double-edge symmetrical and asymmetrical regularly sampled SVM modulation techniques are given in (21) and (22) respectively (at the bottom of the next page), where \( q = m+n(\omega_o/\omega_c) \). The coefficients in (21) and (22) contain \( J_y(z) \), which represents the Bessel functions of the first kind of the order \( y \) and argument \( z \).
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